Soft granular gel made from polymeric microparticles appears to be a perfect medium in which to write three-dimensional (3D) structures of truly arbitrary design ([@R1]--[@R3]). These structures are made by carefully tracing out a series of programmed paths within a granular gel, using a fine hollow tip that fluidizes the medium at the point of injection of the desired material. The rapid solidification of the granular gel then traps and holds the injected material behind the moving tip. Holding material within the jammed medium negates the effects of surface tension, gravity, and particle diffusion, and enables a wide variety of materials to be written by this process, including silicones, hydrogels, colloids, and living cells. Yielding and fluidization in granular matter is known as the jamming/unjamming transition and is a vibrant area of study within the rheology and soft matter communities ([@R4]--[@R11]). By placing materials within a jammed soft granular gel medium, the manufacturing of finely detailed delicate materials with nearly limitless aspect ratios is possible. However, the precision and level of detail achieved by writing within a soft granular gel medium may be limited by the size of the granules, which must be larger than 1 μm to eliminate colloidal scale diffusion ([@R12]--[@R14]). Functional structures made from soft polymeric materials can be manufactured and removed from the granular gel medium by crosslinking these materials during or after writing. By contrast, uncrosslinked particulate systems such as colloids and cells can be left supported within the medium for long times. To illustrate the precision, ease, and flexibility of this method, we have produced a wide variety of functional structures including complex large aspect ratio 3D objects, thin closed shells, and hierarchically branched vessel networks. This approach can be applied with minimal technical barriers in a diversity of areas, potentially contributing to research in the engineering of tissue and organs, flexible electronics, particle engineering, smart materials, and encapsulation technologies.

One of the most confounding problems in condensed matter physics is the transition between the fluid and disordered solid states ([@R8], [@R15]). Recently, a new complexity has been added to these studies by replacing the traditionally hard particles with soft microscale hydrogel particles ([@R1], [@R10]). Jamming transitions in soft granular gels are graceful and exhibit a smooth variation in material properties when crossing between the fluid and solid states. We leverage this intriguing behavior at the transition to write sophisticated multidimensional structures in a soft granular gel made from 7-μm-diameter hydrogel particles. This medium is fluidized under low shear stresses (1 to 200 Pa), permitting easy insertion and rapid motion of delicate needles deep within the bulk. The locally fluidized gel rapidly resolidifies in the wake to give a permanent and continuous medium that firmly holds the injected material in place ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, fig. S1 to S5, and movies S1 and S2).

![Granular gel as a 3D writing medium.\
(**A**) A microscale capillary tip sweeps out a complex pattern as material is injected into the granular gel medium. Complex objects can be generated because the drawn structure does not need to solidify or generate support on its own. (**B**) As the tip moves, the granular gel locally fluidizes and then rapidly solidifies, leaving a drawn cylinder in its wake. The reversible transition allows the tip to traverse the same regions repeatedly. (**C**) The soft granular gel is a yield stress material, which elastically deforms at low shear strains and fluidizes at high strains. (**D**) Stress-strain measurements reveal a shear modulus of 64 Pa and a yield stress of 9 Pa for 0.2% (w/v) Carbopol gel. (**E**) The cross-sectional area of written features exhibits nearly ideal behavior over a wide range of tip speeds, *v*, and flow rates, *Q*. The trend line corresponds to the volume conserving relationship, $\mathit{Q} = \frac{1}{4}\pi\mathit{a}\mathit{b}\mathit{v}$.](1500655-F1){#F1}

Three-dimensional printing is usually a race against instabilities; the challenge is to prevent printed material from changing shape after placement ([@R16]--[@R19]). Two nearly ubiquitous sources of instability are surface tension, which drives high aspect ratio shapes toward spheres, and body forces, which cause gravity-driven sag and buckling. Minimizing these effects requires clever design of feature spacing and support material layout, and compromises in both materials and processing methods. Writing into viscoelastic materials often requires the rheological optimization of support material, printed material, and a third material that fills in crevasses that are created while writing ([@R20], [@R21]). By contrast, structures can be written into granular gels of widely varying composition without the addition of filler fluids because potential crevasses will spontaneously collapse when the hydrostatic stress at the bottom of the crevasse (ρ*gh*, where ρ is density, *g* is gravity, and *h* is depth) exceeds the gel's yield stress (σ~*y*~); a simple dimensionless group predicts collapse if σ~y~/(ρ*gh*) \< 1. Viscous stresses resulting from the viscosity (η) and shear rate (*v*/*d*, where *v* is tip speed and *d* is diameter) can also be normalized by the hydrostatic stress, and a similar dimensionless ratio predicts the dynamic reflow of fluid into the trailing space if (*v*/*d*)η/(ρ*gh*) \< 1. The granular gel medium described here, composed of Carbopol microgels, satisfies these criteria over a wide concentration range with exceedingly low yield stress and viscosity, the ability to remain solid at extremely low concentrations, and granular characteristics permitting recoverable yielding (see Materials and Methods and fig. S5).

To explore the stability of writing in granular gels, we have generated several complex structures that would otherwise disperse, sag, or fall apart. For example, we created a 4-cm-long model of DNA by arranging long thread-like features about 100 μm in diameter made entirely from uncrosslinked 1-μm fluorescent polystyrene microspheres (0.1%, w/w). While creating these complex 3D structures, the tip writes in locations that have been previously sheared by the shaft of the writing needle hundreds to thousands of times (fig. S6A and [Fig. 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Such a structure cannot be produced with established methods involving crevasses and filler fluids. The additional ability to stop writing in any location, write structures elsewhere, and return to the original location enabled us to create a left-handed overhand knot. This structure cannot be created with extant 3D printing methods without simultaneously building a support structure, even if crosslinking is performed during the printing process ([@R22]). The stability provided by the granular gel medium allows for unconnected parts of the knot to be created independently and joined later (movie S3). Uncrosslinked structures were also found to be incredibly stable in time, with the oldest retained model exhibiting no visible changes over more than 6 months ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, B and E). The stability of the granular gel medium can be further illustrated by considering a limiting case; a gold sphere with a diameter of 400 μm will not sink in a granular gel with a middle-ranged yield stress of 50 Pa.

![Stable writing in the granular gel medium.\
(**A**) Injection tip filled with fluorescent microsphere suspension, imaged under UV illumination. (**B**) The tip revisits the same points in space hundreds of times with intermittent injection to create a continuous knot written with aqueous fluorescent microsphere suspension in aqueous granular gel (UV illumination, side and top views). (**C**) Writing structures atop a fluorescence microscope during live imaging allows a detailed study of yielding length scales and time scales. (**D**) The granular gel flow speed along the axis of translation is plotted normalized by the translation speed. Disturbances in flow decay within less than one tip diameter (see fig. S2). (**E**) A hemispherical cap made from uncrosslinked 1-μm microspheres, created 6 months before photographing, exhibits long-term stability provided by the granular gel medium.](1500655-F2){#F2}

The soft granular gel permits repeated retracing of the writing needle because the jamming/unjamming transition occurs locally and without a change in composition or material properties. The time scale of this transition is often called the thixotropic time; granular gels such as Carbopol are nonthixotropic or "ideal" because they rapidly achieve steady material properties after abrupt changes in applied shear stress ([@R3]). We measured the role of thixotropy in the writing process by mounting an injection system on an inverted fluorescence microscope and imaging fluorescent microparticles embedded in the granular gel. PIV (particle image velocimetry) analysis of high-speed video revealed that the flow of granular gel is only disturbed in the immediate vicinity of the writing tip, limited to a range of about one tip diameter. Analysis of the velocity fields at different translation speeds with and without flowing material from the injecting tip showed that the thixotropy time scale is insensitive to tip translation speed. Moreover, the thixotropy time scale and length scale were improved by flowing material from the tip during translation, accelerating the solidification process behind the moving tip. This ideal thixotropic behavior ensures that written structures are trapped into place immediately after being placed into the granular gel, facilitating control and precision ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, C and D, and fig. S2).

Polymeric structures are of growing interest for their potential use in medicine and flexible electronics ([@R21]). Mixtures of polymers and colloids were written into the granular gel medium; mesh structures made from polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) in aqueous granular gel and polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) in oil-based granular gel showed excellent stability in their solvent-matched medium. The uncrosslinked mesh structures were imaged with confocal fluorescence microscopy and revealed no systematic reduction in surface curvature or feature shape with repeated measurements over several hours (fig. S6B). In principle, writing in the granular gel medium provides precision and stability that is not dominated by the rheological behavior of the writing medium. As evidence of this quality, we produced a set of closed-shell structures made from PVA, polyacrylamide, polyethylene glycol, hyaluronic acid, and sodium alginate, which have viscous moduli spanning a range of an order of magnitude above and below the characteristic yield stress of the granular gel (fig. S7). This level of stability and precision gained from writing in the granular gel medium enabled the straightforward production and removal of complex precise structures by crosslinking the polymer after writing.

Condensed anisotropic particles assemble and move in elaborate patterns and are integral to the study of complex self-assembling materials ([@R23]--[@R25]). We created anisotropic particles in the granular gel medium by writing arrays of high aspect ratio, 400-μm-diameter chiral rods made from photocrosslinkable PVA and fluorescent microspheres. The PVA hydrogel was photocrosslinked in the transparent granular gel, and after removing the helical rods from the granular gel, they showed a high degree of flexibility when allowed to freely move and assemble in a water bath. At high packing density, the soft rods locally align from steric interactions and frequently bend with hairpin turns. The low elastic modulus required for such bends to occur was characterized with indentation measurements on individual rods. We found an elastic modulus of about 2 kPa, which is comparable to the elasticity of several types of soft, living cells ([@R26], [@R27]). Writing in the granular gel medium immediately enables the rapid and precise fabrication of soft, athermal particles over a seemingly unlimited range of size, shape, and form (fig. S6, C and D, and movie S4).

Freestanding objects with microscopic structural detail are challenging to produce with soft delicate materials such as hydrogels. We have created several complex multiscale structures in the granular gel medium made of crosslinked PVA hydrogels and fluorescent colloids. A simple geometric model of an octopus was made with eight tilted and tapering helical shells that mimic tentacles and a bulbous shell as the body. Each tentacle was drawn in a single pass by following surface coordinates along a helical path. The tightly coiled helices had a 100-μm vertical pitch and line widths about 100 μm in diameter. The structure was stable during writing and exhibited no visible changes after ultraviolet (UV) crosslinking. Crosslinking was performed about 6 hours after starting the writing process, demonstrating extremely long working times achievable with this method. The octopus was removed from the granular gel by immersion into a gently agitated water bath. After the granular gel dispersed, the octopus showed strength and integrity while freely fluctuating in the convective currents ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, A to C, and movie S5). A similar model of a jellyfish with solid tentacles was created by increasing the volumetric injection rate during writing, and it too exhibited lifelike motion (frequently inverting and entangling) in the water bath after removal from the granular gel ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, D and E, and movie S6).

![Writing solid shells and capsules.\
(**A**) A thin-shell model octopus is made from multiple connected hydrogel parts with a complex, stable surface before polymerization. (**B**) A fluorescence image of the octopus model after polymerization, still trapped in granular gel, exhibits no structural changes from the polymerization process. (**C**) The polymerized octopus model retains integrity after removal from the granular gel, shown floating in water. (**D**) A model jellyfish incorporates flexible high aspect ratio tentacles attached to a closed-shell body. (**E**) Freely floating in water, the jellyfish model exhibits robustness and flexibility. (**F**) Model Russian dolls demonstrate the ability to encapsulate with nested thin shells. Photographs in (A), (C), and (E) were illuminated with white light, and those in (B), (D), and (F) were illuminated with UV light, shown with false-color look-up table (LUT) to enhance weak features.](1500655-F3){#F3}

Material encapsulation is a challenging technological task, and huge advancements may be made by controllably generating capsular 3D cocultures of multiple cell types, multispecies microbial colonies, diffusively communicating chemical reaction vessels, smart materials with breakable shells for controlled release, or nested conductors for capacitance sensing ([@R28]--[@R31]). Closed shells can be easily manufactured in the granular gel medium, and complex nested structures made from multiplexed arrays of nozzles and materials can be envisioned. To demonstrate the feasibility and ease of encapsulation, we created a miniature assembly of nested Russian dolls. Four closed-shell structures were created, with each larger doll containing all of the others inside; the final assembly reveals nearly seamless joining of individual dolls and illustrates the level of control provided by writing in granular gels ([Fig. 3F](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

The ability to create living tissue on demand is a major goal in bioengineering, but fluid transport for oxygen and metabolite exchange remains one of the greatest impediments to making macroscopic structures from living cells ([@R32]). The metabolic needs of cells require a dense vasculature, and cell aggregates larger than a few hundred micrometers cannot survive without such a transport system. Living tissues circumvent this challenge by being packed with interfaces, manifolds, and blood vessels, often found within only a few hundred micrometers from any point in space. To begin to create and study structures as intricate and delicate as living tissue, it is imperative to controllably produce branched tubular networks. We designed and manufactured a complex tubular network composed of tapered pipes connected by smoothly morphing quaternary intersections, which have both convex and concave curvatures. The structure is written from a single 25-mm-diameter circular base and has three levels of division, ultimately ending with 27 narrow capillaries that taper to about 100 μm in diameter; the entire structure contains 40 connected vessels and 12 junctions. This network of tubes was made from a biocompatible PVA formulation used in contact lens manufacturing, known by the United States Adopted Name nelfilcon A. The wall thickness of these tubes is about 100 μm, which is thin enough to image single traces along the writing path when examined under high magnification ([Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, A to D). The same striations are observed in the octopus and jellyfish models mentioned earlier, demonstrating that a continuous structure at the limit of feature separation can be achieved by matching the feature width to the helical pitch. By increasing the injection rate during writing, a thicker (\~200-μm wall thickness) and more robust structure was made and removed from the granular gel. When placed in a water bath, it can be seen to bend and undulate as water flows past its numerous branches ([Fig. 4E](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and movies S7 and S8).

![Hierarchically branched tubular networks.\
(**A** and **B**) A continuous network of hollow vessels with features spanning several orders of magnitude in diameter and aspect ratio (insets: confocal cross sections). (**C**) A high-resolution photo of truncated vessels around a junction shows hollow tubes with thin walls and features about 100 μm in diameter. (**D**) Junctions exhibit stable concave and convex curvatures. (**E**) A crosslinked network, removed from the granular gel, photographed freely floating in water (inset: confocal cross section).](1500655-F4){#F4}

It is possible to both write and grow living tissue cells in a granular gel culture medium, which is prepared by using cell growth media as a solvent. Observations of cell migration and division demonstrate the potential of the granular gel as a suitable medium for 3D cell culture (movie S9). We have made vascular networks written entirely out of human aortic endothelial cells (HAECs), without the PVA matrix, but the resulting structures are invisible to the naked eye because the refractive index of cells is so closely matched with water and the printed structures are so thin. We used fluorescence confocal microscopy to image a portion of a junction assembly by writing the structure within the microscope's working distance. Projections and slices from the stack show a tilted hollow tube with \~300-μm-thick walls made from HAECs (fig. S8A). The shape matches a corresponding structure that was made from polymers and colloids and has an average variation in thickness on the order of a single cell. Thin flat layers of Madin-Darby canine kidney (MDCK) cells were made with a similar protocol while simultaneously writing collagen through a second injection tip in parallel (fig. S8B). To test the potential limits of precision when writing with cells in the granular gel medium, long lines of MCF10A epithelial cells were written at varying tip speeds, and single cell width features were achieved (fig. S8C). Epithelial and endothelial tissues throughout the body are composed of layers just one cell thick; medical fabrication that faithfully follows biological design requires positioning and control at the length scale of a single cell.

The limits on size, speed, precision, and materials have yet to be fully defined for writing structures in granular gels (fig. S4). However, this simple medium removes numerous technical barriers to the creation of finely detailed multidimensional structures by using the graceful behavior across the yield point to trap and hold delicate features within a jammed gel made from soft, athermal particles. The remarkable properties of the soft granular gel medium provide stability and versatility within an easy framework that can be immediately integrated into existing platforms across numerous areas from flexible electronics to biology and medicine.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Granular gel medium preparation
-------------------------------

To prepare the soft granular gel medium, 0.2% (w/v) Carbopol ETD 2020 polymer (Lubrizol Co.) is suspended in ultrapure water (18.2 megohms-cm) and 0.01 N NaOH. The various available formulations of Carbopol swell to a differing extent at different pH values. Carbopol ETD 2020 swells maximally at physiological pH values, making it suitable for cell culture applications. For writing with photocrosslinkable polymer solution, 0.05% (w/v) Irgacure photoinitiator (Sigma-Aldrich) is mixed with the Carbopol granular gel. When writing with cells, the gel medium is prepared with cell growth media. Powdered Carbopol (0.7%, w/v) is dispersed into cell growth media at 37°C under sterile conditions, and the gel medium is incubated at 37°C and 5% CO~2~ for 24 hours before writing. Other Carbopol concentrations have been explored (0.05 to 1%), as described in the Supplementary Materials. For writing PDMS structures, Dow Corning 9041 silicone elastomer blend is diluted by 10% (w/w) with silicone oil and is used as the granular gel medium. All types of gel medium are homogenized by mixing at 3000 rpm in a speed mixer followed by centrifugation to remove gas bubbles.

Writing medium preparation
--------------------------

Fluorescent polystyrene microspheres (Thermo Scientific) 1 μm in diameter are prepared at a concentration of 0.1% (w/v) for writing, making the writing medium fluorescent and turbid. When writing water-based polymer structures, the microspheres are dispersed in an aqueous solution of photocrosslinkable polyvinyl alcohol (nelfilcon A, provided by Alcon Laboratories). After mixing, the polymer concentration is about 27% (w/v) and the microsphere concentration is 0.1% (w/w). Sylgard 184 (Dow Corning) is used for writing PDMS structures. The PDMS elastomer base is mixed with curing agent at a 10:1 weight ratio. To disperse fluorospheres in the PDMS, a solvent exchange from water to methanol is performed. A concentrated drop of methanol-microsphere suspension is homogeneously dispersed in PDMS with a speed mixer at a final concentration of about 0.1% (w/v). Structures printed with photocrosslinkable PVA are cured with a 100 mW/cm^2^ UV lamp. The Carbopol gel medium is washed with water to remove the cured structure.

Writing in the granular gel medium
----------------------------------

The 3D writing instrument is composed of a syringe pump for injecting material into the granular gel and three linear translation stages (M-403.2DG from Physik Instrumente) that provide relative motion to the injection tip. Injection tips with an inner diameter of 50 μm are made out of glass microcapillaries (1-mm inner diameter) using a pipette puller (David Kopf Instruments). While printing cells, injection tips of 200-μm inner diameter are used. To reduce wetting of written material to the injection tip, the glass tips are given a hydrophobic surface coating of triethoxy (octyl) silane for printing water-based polymer solution and a hydrophilic surface coating of (3-aminopropyl) triethoxysilane for printing PDMS structures. The syringe pump and the stages are coupled together and programed with MATLAB to inject the writing material at the chosen flow rate while tracing out a path in space. Surface coordinates of structures are generated from analytical 3D functions in the form of closely packed helices. The tangential speed of the microcapillary is kept constant while writing into the granular gel medium.

Cell culture for writing in the granular gel medium
---------------------------------------------------

HAECs are cultured in EBM-2 (endothelial cell basal medium-2) supplemented with 2% fetal bovine serum and vascular endothelial growth factor (Lonza). MDCK cells are cultured in high-glucose Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium (DMEM) supplemented with 5% fetal bovine serum and 1% penicillin-streptomycin. MCF10A cells are cultured in mammary epithelial growth medium (Lonza). Cells are incubated at 37°C in 5% CO~2~ and grown to confluence in six-well plates. Cells are fluorescently dyed by treating with 2 μM 5-chloromethylfluorescein diacetate (CMFDA) in serum-free medium and 0.15% dimethyl sulfoxide for 30 min. After dyeing, cells are immediately washed with phosphate buffer saline, trypsinized, and harvested. About 10^6^ cells are then concentrated loaded into a syringe. The writing process is performed under sterile conditions at 37°C. For writing collagen in parallel to MDCK cell writing, bovine collagen monomer is kept cold and under acidic conditions until it is deposited into the warm, pH-neutral granular gel medium. This is achieved by pumping the collagen with a separate syringe pump and merging the two writing needles at the point of injection. Cell viability in the granular gel medium is tested by dyeing cell structures in 2 μM calcein-AM and imaging with confocal microscopy after about 1 hour.

Photography and microscopy
--------------------------

Photographs are taken using a Nikon D3X camera under bright-field and UV illumination. Videos are recorded using a Nikon 3100 camera or an Imaging Source DMK 21AU04 camera under white light illumination. Micrographs are taken with a Nikon Eclipse Ti-E microscope with a C2 confocal scanning system. All image and video processing is done using ImageJ.
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Fig. S2. Microscopic imaging of writing in the granular gel medium.

Fig. S3. Tip speed, injection rate, and feature width.

Fig. S4. Scaling and limits of feature width.

Fig. S5. Rheological characterization of the granular gel medium.

Fig. S6. Stable writing in the granular gel medium.

Fig. S7. Writing with rheologically disparate materials.

Fig. S8. Writing with living cells.

Movie S1. Microscopic imaging of writing in the granular gel medium.

Movie S2. Writing nested Russian dolls in the granular gel medium.

Movie S3. Writing a knot in the granular gel medium.

Movie S4. Chiral rod array written in the granular gel medium.

Movie S5. Model octopus shell structure.

Movie S6. Model jellyfish structure with flexible, solid tentacles.

Movie S7. Hierarchically branching tubular network.

Movie S8. Freely floating branched network.

Movie S9. Cell migration and division in the granular gel medium.
